Paris, July 12th, 2018

PRESS RELEASE
Doctolib acquires MonDocteur
The two European ehealth champions join forces
to accelerate the transformation of practices and hospitals
-

Doctolib acquires MonDocteur, one of the European leaders on the online medical booking
market. Created in 2013, MonDocteur employs 150 staff and is one of the most successful
startups in France. The company was so far owned by its 3 co-founders and Lagardère
Active.

-

Thanks to the acquisition of MonDocteur, Doctolib consolidates its position as the largest
ehealth company in Europe. With 55,000 doctors and 20 million patient visits per month on
its website and mobile app, the new group is now the most popular platform for online
medical booking in the world.

-

Stanislas Niox-Chateau, Doctolib co-founder and CEO, writes in a post published today on
the company blog: "We are bringing our teams and skills together to increase our strength
and accelerate the transformation of practices and hospitals in Europe”. Read the full blog
post here.

Doctolib and MonDocteur, an excellent fit
Doctolib and MonDocteur have been contributing to the transformation of the French and German
healthcare systems since 2013. Over the past five years, they have developed an essential service
and daily tool for patients and doctors.
Doctolib and MonDocteur offer doctors and hospitals a software solution with a full range of services
to improve the efficiency of their organization, provide their patients with a new high-end experience,
grow their activity and develop their cooperation with other doctors. They provide patients with a
complete service to find a nearby doctor and hospital, book appointments online 24/7 and manage
medical bookings.
Doctolib and MonDocteur both share:
- a common vision to create the practices and the hospitals of the future and to improve the
patient carepath, healthcare access and patient health management;
- a common method consisting of working closely with doctors and hospitals everywhere in
France and Germany, providing them with the best service possible.
Thanks to this acquisition, Doctolib and MonDocteur aim at:
- bringing their teams together and accelerate their growth;
- providing doctors, hospitals and patients with a more comprehensive software solution and
new services;
- consolidating their leading position in the European ehealth market.
The new group will include 100% of MonDocteur and Doctolib employees : 600 people today.
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Doctolib: the largest ehealth service in Europe
With 20 million patient visits every month on its website and mobile app, the new group is now the
most popular platform for online medical booking in the world.
Thanks to the acquisition of MonDocteur, Doctolib consolidates its position as the leading ehealth
company in Europe. The new group now works with 55,000 doctors and 1,200 healthcare facilities.
Doctolib has a growth plan structured on four main axes:
1. Accelerating its French expansion;
2. Accelerating its German expansion;
3. Creating new services for doctors and patients;
4. Taking a full leadership position in Europe.
The group will boost its recruitment to grow to 1,000 people within the next two years. It will triple the
size of its technology team, aiming for 250 engineers by 2020 in its two technology centers in Paris
and Berlin.
Stanislas Niox-Chateau, Doctolib co-founder and CEO, said: “Our missions have been the
same since day one: making our healthcare system more human, efficient and connected and
building a company of several thousand people sharing the same humanist values. Joining our
forces with MonDocteur will enable us to invest more in our products and services and, above all in
our teams. This is the very beginning of the adventure.”

Creating the practices and hospitals of the future and improving the patient
experience
The new group will now play a much more active role in the transformation of the healthcare system in
France and Germany.
The acquisition of MonDocteur is an opportunity to bring together teams with a renowned expertise in
digital health and a track record in transforming usage.
The new group will accelerate its developments in two ways:
- creating the medical practices and hospitals of the future - more human, efficient and
connected;
- improving the patient care-path and access to healthcare, while reducing waiting times.
In this perspective, Doctolib will release innovations in the coming months, in partnership with the
healthcare professionals and facilities using its services.

Further information
See the full story from Stanislas Niox-Chateau, Doctolib co-founder and CEO, on the company’s blog
here.
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About Doctolib
Founded in 2013, Doctolib is a French-German company and the #1 ehealth company in Europe.
Doctolib offers doctors and hospitals a software solution with a full-range of services to improve the
efficiency of their organization, provide their patients with a new high-end experience, grow their
activity and develop their cooperation with other doctors. Doctolib provides patients with a complete
service to find a nearby doctor and hospital, book appointments online 24/7 and manage medical
bookings. The company employs 450 staff in 35 cities in France and Germany. It collaborates with
45,000 doctors and 1,100 healthcare facilities. 16 million patients visit Doctolib website and mobile
app every month.
For more information about Doctolib go to www.doctolib.fr.

About MonDocteur
Created in 2013 by Thibault Lanthier, Benoit Grassin et Nicolas Klein, MonDocteur eases the daily
work of healthcare professionals with an online medical appointment booking service, a tailor-made
scheduling system and many other exclusive services. MonDocteur’s solution fits both medical
practices and hospitals, helping them save time on administrative tasks, reduce no-shows, increase
their online visibility and cooperate more actively with their referring doctors. MonDocteur enables
patients to book their medical appointment with just a few clicks and to access their electronic health
record online. MonDocteur currently employs 150 staff. The company is owned by its three founders
and Lagardère Active.
For more information about MonDocteur go to www.mondocteur.fr.
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